This special issue of the *Journal of Computational Science*, entitled "Agent-Based Simulation, Adaptive Algorithms, ICCS 2011 Workshop" is devoted to the papers presented during "Agent based simulations, adaptive algorithms and solvers" workshop colocated with the Eleventh International Conference on Computational Science, held in Singapore (June 1--3, 2011).

The main goal of this workshop was to provide a venue where researchers interested in computer science, computational science, and mathematics could present and discuss their ideas regarding agent-oriented systems and adaptive algorithms. Agent-oriented systems are a particularly attractive tool for various computational problems, whereas adaptive algorithms are methods that allow to solve problems efficiently through focusing on their most important aspects.

The papers collected in this special issue are grouped into two sections, "Soft Computing" and "Hard Computing." The first section contains papers studying soft simulations by means of cellular automata, multi-agent systems and similar techniques. The second section is devoted to hard simulations, for example, using the finite element methods. Below we briefly describe the contents of these two sections.

We start with the section on soft computing. The first paper in this section, entitled "A Simulation Framework to Investigate in vitro Viral Infection Dynamics" and written by Armand Bankhead III, Emiliano Mancini, Amy C. Sims, Ralph S. Baric, Shannon McWeeney, and Peter M.A. Sloot, provides an agent-based computer model that supports understanding key mechanism of virus (SARS-CoV) infection dynamics during the first 24 h of an infection. In particular, their agent-based framework can be used to investigate the first and the second round of infection mechanisms, and allows one to use various types of "in vitro" experimental data.

The second paper in this section is entitled "A computational model for multi-agent E-commerce negotiations with adaptive negotiation behaviors" and is written by Gong Wang, T.N. Wong and Chunxia Yu. The paper expresses E-commerce negotiations using a multi-agent system.

Moreover, the adaptive negotiation behavior is controlled using a certain global mechanism. Thus the paper mixes a multi-agent approach with an adaptive algorithm.

The last paper in the soft computing section is entitled "Comparison of Strategy Learning Methods in Farmer--Pest Problem for Various Complexity Environments without Delays" and is written by Bartłomiej Śnieżyński, Jacek Dajda, Marcin Mlostek and Michał Pulchny. The paper provides a comparison of the efficiency of learning processes in multi-agent systems. As an example, the authors consider the following farmer--pest scenario. There are farmers (i.e., agents), with various learning algorithms, and there are pests, described by a set of attributes of the environment (these are specific to the type of considered pests). Agents use their learning abilities to identify the pests. A model of the problem is considered as a multi-agent system where agents represent the farmers. The pest populations are described by a set of attributes of the environment. These parameters are specific to the type of considered pests. Agents use various learning algorithms for identifying the pests. The authors present a number of interesting simulation experiments and their results.

The second section contains papers devoted to hard simulations, focusing on the finite element methods. The first paper in this section, entitled "Time Adaptivity in the Diffusive Wave Approximation to the Shallow Water Equations by Nathan Collier", written by Hany Radwan, Lisandro Dalcin and Victor Calo, discusses the α-type adaptive finite difference scheme coupled with FEM-Galerkin method applied to solving the Fourier problem for the diffusiveshallow water equations. Proposed scheme, based on the economical error estimator, allows one to control the time step in order to achieve the assumed, ballanced accuracy along the whole trajectory. The fourth order magnitude time step variability was observed in the 1D computational tests included it this paper.

Another mean to stabilize a challenging problem, also considered in this special issue, is the Discontinuous Petrov--Galerkin method, described in the paper "Discontinuous Petrov--Galerkin method based on the optimal test space norm for steady transport problems in one space dimension" by Antti Niemi, Nathan Collier and Victor Calo. The authors apply the method to a transport problem in a single spatial dimension. The main contribution of the proposed technique is the use of optimal test functions that are computed on the fly using an element subgrid discretization. By doing so, the resulting formulation becomes uniformly stable, that is, Galerkin approximations provide the best possible solution over a given subspace.

The third paper in the hard computing section focuses on applying adaptive algorithms to the projection problem. Specifically, in paper "Application of multi-agent paradigm to hp-adaptive projection-based interpolation operator" by Marcin Sieniek, Piotr Gurgul, Marcin Skotniczny and Krzysztof Magiera, the h-adaptive algorithm with the projection based interpolation technique is applied to the problem of continuous approximation of material data. The resulting continuous representation of discrete MRI scan data can be used as the starting point for finite element method computations.

In this special issue, we also present research on proper data structures for performing anisotropic refinements in two spatial dimensions. An approach based on graph-grammar techniques is analyzed in the paper "Preventing deadlock during anisotropic 2D mesh adaptation in hp-adaptive FEM" by Arkadiusz Szymczak, Anna Paszyńska, Maciej Paszyński and David Pardo. These types of anisotropic refinements are essential to properly deal with singular and/or anisotropic solutions while keeping the computational cost under control. The authors note that the use of graph-grammar productions can facilitate the design of such refinements from the computational point of view. In particular, the so-called "deadlock" problem, consisting of a situation in which one element cannot be further refined in order to maintain continuity of the solution, is avoided by employing graph-grammar productions. Moreover, similar ideas can be further extended to three spatial dimensions. Thus, one is capable of obtaining more accurate simulations of challenging problems exhibiting rapid variations on the solution. In addition, such refinements are also useful to further stabilize the resulting formulation in many real-world problems.
